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Why?
Discussions are Important
Anti-Patterns
Our Mission
Talk Page Technology is an Anti-Pattern for the Mission
Don’t Panic!
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• Discussions will become structured!
• Archiving is going to change!
• Template workflows are going to (gradually) change!
• Permissions are going to be wonky!
• Moderation will be different than editing!
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• A modern discussion system
• A controlled, flexible workflow engine
• The summary execution of Sinebot
• Interwiki discussions on day 0
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Not Kidding.
Where to Help

On Meta:

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Flow

On MediaWiki.org:

http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Flow

On English Wikipedia:

Brandon Harris
bharris@wikimedia.org
User:Jorm
@jorm
jormosaurusrex [everywhere]